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1

Purpose of this Data Processing Agreement

1.1

This Agreement (the “Data Processing Agreement”) sets out the Parties’ rights and
obligations when the Data Processor processes personal data on behalf of the Data
Controller, as part the services delivered under the Main Agreement. The purpose of the
Data Processing Agreement is to ensure that the Parties comply with the Applicable Privacy
Policy.
The Data Processing Agreement comprises this document, as well as Appendices A, B, C and
D.
In this case, please note that StalkIT Holding AS and its subsidiaries: Smartbells AS and StalkIT
AS are both the Data Processor and Data Controller.

1.2

In the event of conflict between the terms of the Main Agreement and the Data Processing
Agreement, the terms of the Data Processing Agreement will take precedence regarding
matters specifically related to the processing of personal data. In the event of any conflict
between the Data Processing Agreement and its Appendices, the Appendices will take
precedence.

1.3

Appendix A of The Data Processing Agreement includes a detailed description of the
processing that is to take place, as well as the purpose of processing, categories of personal
data and data subjects, rules for erasure/deletion and return, and the Parties’ designated
contact persons, as well as which underlying agreement(s) the processing of personal data is
related to (see the definition of the Main Agreement below).

1.4

Appendix B of The Data Processing Agreement includes conditions for the use of
Subprocessors, as well as a list of approved Subprocessors.

1.5

Appendix C of the Data Processing Agreement contains specific instructions for the
processing of personal data under the Main Agreement, including security measures and the
Data Controller’s right of access to and audit of the Data Processor and any Subprocessors,
as well as sector-specific provisions concerning the processing of personal data.

1.6

Appendix D of the Data Processing Agreement contains changes to the standard text and
any subsequently agreed changes to the Data Processing Agreement.

2

Definitions
Applicable Privacy Policy: The applicable versions of the EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation (2016/679) (“GDPR”) and the Norwegian Act on the Processing of Personal Data
of 15.06.2018 (the Personal Data Act) with related regulations etc., and any other relevant
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legislation concerning the processing and protection of personal data, as specified in
Appendix C, section C.7.
Main Agreement: One or more agreements between the Data Controller and the Data
Processor concerning the provision of services which entail the processing of personal data,
as specified in Appendix A. The Data Processing Agreement may apply to several underlying
agreements.
Subprocessor: A company or person used by the Data Processor as a subcontractor for the
processing of personal data under the Main Agreement.
Article 4 of GDPR will apply to privacy policy terms not defined in this agreement.

3

Rights and obligations of the Data Controller
The Data Controller is responsible for the processing of personal data in accordance with
the Applicable Privacy Policy. The Data Controller must specifically ensure that:
i.

the processing of personal data is for a specified and explicit purpose and is based
on valid legal grounds

ii.

the data subjects have received the necessary information concerning the
processing of the personal data

iii.

the Data Controller has carried out adequate risk assessments; and

iv.

the Data Processor has at all times, adequate instructions and information to fulfil
its obligations under the Data Processing Agreement and the Applicable Privacy
Policy.

4

Instructions from the Data Controller to the Data Processor

4.1

The Data Processor shall process the personal data in accordance with the Applicable Privacy
Policy and the Data Controller’s documented instructions, cf. section 4.2. If other processing
is necessary to fulfil obligations to which the Data Processor is subject under applicable law,
the Data Processor must notify the Data Controller to the extent this is permitted by law, cf.
Article 28 (3) (a) of GDPR.

4.2

The Data Controller's instructions are stated in the Main Agreement and the Data Processing
Agreement with Appendices. The Data Processor must notify the Data Controller
immediately if the Data Processor believes the instructions conflict with the Applicable
Privacy Policy, cf. Article 28 (3) (h) of GDPR.

4.3

The Data Processor must be notified of any changes to the instructions by updating
Appendix D, and changes must be implemented by the Data Processor by the date agreed
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between the Parties or, if no specific date has been agreed, within a reasonable time. The
Data Processor may require the Data Controller to pay documented costs accrued in
connection with the implementation of such changes, or the proportional adjustment of the
remuneration under the Main Agreement if the amended instructions entail additional costs
for the Data Processor. The same applies to additional costs that accrue due to changes in
the Applicable Privacy Policy which concern the activities of the Data Controller.

5

Confidentiality and duty of secrecy

5.1

The Data Processor must ensure that employees and other parties who have access to
personal data are authorised to process personal data on behalf of the Data Processor. If
such authorisation expires or is withdrawn, access to the personal data must cease without
undue delay.

5.2

The Data Processor shall only authorise persons who need access to the personal data in
order to fulfil their obligations under the Main Agreement, the Data Processing Agreement
and any other processing that is necessary to fulfil obligations to which the Data Processor is
subject, in accordance with applicable law, see section 4.1, last sentence.

5.3

The Data Processor must ensure that persons authorised to process personal data on behalf
of the Data Controller are subject to obligations of confidentiality either by agreement or
applicable law. The obligations of confidentiality shall survive the duration of the Data
Processing Agreement and/or employment relationship.

5.4

At the request of the Data Controller, the Data Processor shall document that the relevant
persons are subject to said obligations of confidentiality see section 5.3.

5.5

Upon the expiry of the Data Processing Agreement, the Data Processor is required to
discontinue all access to personal data that is processed under the agreement.

6

Assistance to the Data Controller

6.1

When requested, the Data Processor shall assist the Data Controller with the fulfilment of
the rights of the data subjects under Chapter III of the GDPR through appropriate technical
or organisational measures. The obligation to assist the Data Controller solely applies insofar
as this is possible and appropriate, taking into consideration the nature and extent of the
processing of personal data under the Main Agreement.

6.2

Without undue delay, the Data Processor shall forward all enquiries that the Data Processor
may receive from the data subject concerning the rights of said data subject under the
Applicable Privacy Policy to the Data Controller. Such enquiries may only be answered by the
Data Processor when this has been approved in writing by the Data Controller.
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6.3

The Data Processor must assist the Data Controller in ensuring compliance with the
obligations pursuant to Articles 32-36 of GDPR, including providing assistance with personal
data impact assessments and prior consultations with the Norwegian Data Protection
Authority, in view of the nature and extent of the processing of personal data under the
Main Agreement.

6.4

If the Data Processor, at the request of the Data Controller, provides assistance as described
in sections 6.1 or 6.3, and the assistance goes beyond what is necessary for the Data
Processor to fulfil its own obligations under the Applicable Privacy Policy, the Data Processor
may claim all documented costs related to the assistance be reimbursed. The assistance will
be reimbursed in accordance with the price provisions of the Main Agreement.

7

Security of processing

7.1

The Data Processor shall implement the appropriate technical and organisational measures
to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk, taking into account the state of the art,
the costs of implementation and the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing,
as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural
persons. The Data Processor must, as a minimum, apply the measures specified in Appendix
C of the Data Processing Agreement.

7.2

The Data Processor shall carry out risk assessments to ensure that an appropriate security
level is maintained at all times. The Data Processor must ensure regular testing, analysis and
assessment of the security measures, in particular with regard to ensuring sustained
confidentiality, integrity, availability and robustness in processing systems and services, and
the ability to quickly restore the availability of personal data in the event of an incident.

7.3

The Data Processor must document the risk assessment and security measures, and make
them available to the Data Controller on request, and also allow for the audits agreed
between the Parties, cf. section ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. of the
Data Processing Agreement.

8

Notification of breach of personal data security

8.1

In case of a personal data breach, the Data Controller shall without undue delay, notify the
Data Controller in writing of the breach, and in addition provide the assistance and
information necessary for the Data Controller to be able to report the breach to the
supervisory authorities in line with the Applicable Privacy Policy.

8.2

Notification in accordance with section 8.1 must be given to the Data Controller’s point of
contact in accordance with Appendix C, section C.9, and must:
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a. describe the nature of the personal data breach including where possible, the categories
and approximate number of data subjects concerned, and the categories of and
approximate number of personal data records concerned
b. state the name and contact details of the data protection officer or other contact point
from where more information can be obtained
c. describe the likely consequences of the personal data breach; and
d. describe the measures taken or proposed by the Data Controller to address the breach,
including where appropriate, measures to mitigate possible adverse effects.
If necessary, information may be given in phases without any further undue delay.
8.3

The Data Processor shall implement all necessary measures that may reasonably be required
to rectify and avoid similar personal data breaches. As far as possible, the Data Processor
must consult the Data Controller concerning the measures to be taken, including assessment
of any measures proposed by the Data Controller.

8.4

The Data Controller is responsible for notifying the Data Protection Authority and the data
subjects affected by the personal data breach. The Data Processor may not inform third
parties of any breach of personal data security unless otherwise required under applicable
law or in accordance with the express written instructions of the Data Controller.

9

Use of Subprocessor

9.1

The Data Processor may only use Subprocessors with the prior general or specific written
authorisation of the Data Controller, in accordance with Appendix B of the Data Processing
Agreement. For an overview of approved Subprocessors, see Appendix B of the Data
Processing Agreement.

9.2

If a Data Processor engages a Subprocessor for carrying out specific processing activities on
behalf of the Data Controller, the same data protection obligations as set out in this Data
Processing Agreement shall be imposed on the Subprocessor by way of written agreement.
See section 9.7 concerning the use of standard third-party services.

9.3

The Data Processor may only engage Subprocessors who provide appropriate technical and
organisational measures to ensure that the processing fulfils the requirements in accordance
with the Applicable Privacy Policy. The Data Processor must assess and verify that
satisfactory measures have been taken by the Subprocessors. Upon request, he Data
Processor must be able to submit reports from such assessments to the Data Controller.

9.4

If the Data Controller objects to changes in the use of Subprocessors pursuant to Appendix
B, section B.1 of the Data Processing Agreement, the Parties must negotiate in good faith
with the aim of reaching a reasonable solution to how the further delivery of the services
under the Main Agreement is to take place, including the distribution of any costs between
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the Parties. The parties must come to an agreement before changes in the use of
Subprocessors can be made.
9.5

If the Subprocessor fails to fulfil its data protection obligations, the Data Processor shall
remain liable to the Data Controller for the performance of the Subprocessor’s obligations in
the same way as if the Data Processor himself was responsible for the processing.

9.6

The Data Processor is obligated, on request, to disclose agreements with Subprocessors to
the Data Controller. This solely applies to the parts of the agreement that are relevant to the
processing of personal data, and subject to any statutory or regulatory limitations.
Commercial terms and conditions are not required to be submitted.

9.7

If the Data processor uses a subcontractor that provides standardised third-party services,
the Parties may agree that the subcontractor’s standard data processing agreement will be
used and applied directly to the Data Controller as in a direct data processing relationship
(i.e. not as a Subprocessor) under the following terms:




The Data Controller must expressly accept under the Main Agreement that the
standardised third-party services are provided on the subcontractor’s standard
terms
The Data processor must follow up on the standard terms on behalf of the Data
Controller
The standard terms must fulfil the requirements in the Applicable Privacy Policy.

The Data Processor must follow up the data processing agreement with the subcontractor
on behalf of the Data Controller, unless otherwise agreed in each individual case.

10

Transfer of personal data to countries outside the EEA

10.1

Personal data may only be transferred to a country outside the EEA ('Third country') or to an
international organisation if the Data Controller has approved such transfer in writing and
the terms in section 10.3 are fulfilled. Transfer includes, but is not limited to:
a) processing of personal data in data centres, etc. located in a Third Country, or by
personnel located in a Third Country (by remote access)
b) assigning the processing of personal data to a Subprocessor in a Third State; or
c) disclosing the personal data to a Data Controller in a Third Country, or in an
international organisation.

10.2

The Data Processor may nonetheless transfer personal data if this is required by applicable
law in the EEA area. In such cases, the Data Processor must notify the Data Controller, to the
extent permitted by law.
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10.3

Transfer to Third Countries or international organisations may only take place if there are
the necessary guarantees of an adequate level of data protection in accordance with the
Applicable Privacy Policy. Unless otherwise agreed between the Parties, such transfer may
only take place on the following grounds:
a) a decision of the European Commission concerning an adequate level of
protection in accordance with Article 45 of GDPR; or
b) a Data Processing Agreement which incorporates standard personal data
protection provisions as specified in Article 46 (2) (c) or (d) of the GDPR (EU
model clauses); or
c) binding corporate rules in accordance with Article 47 of GDPR.

10.4

Any approval by the Data Controller for the transfer of personal data to a Third Country or
international organisation must be stated in Appendix B of the Data Processing Agreement.

11

Audit

11.1

Upon request, the Data Processor shall make available to the Data controller all information
necessary to demonstrate compliance with the obligations laid down in Article 28 of the
GDPR and this Data Processing Agreement.

11.2

The Data Processor shall allow and contribute to inspections and audits carried out by or on
behalf of the Data Controller. The Data Processor shall also allow and contribute to
inspections conducted by relevant supervisory authorities. The Data Controller's review of
any Subprocessor shall be conducted by the Data Processor, unless otherwise specifically
agreed. Specific procedures for conducting audits are stated in Appendix C, section C.5.

11.3

If an audit reveals a breach in the obligations in the Applicable Privacy Policy or the Data
Processing Agreement, the Data Processor must rectify the breach as soon as possible. The
Data Controller may require the Data Processor to temporarily stop all or part of the
processing activities until the breach has been rectified and approved by the Data Controller.

11.4

Each Party shall pay its own costs associated with an annual audit. If an audit reveals
significant breaches of the obligations under the Applicable Privacy Policy or the Data
Processing Agreement, the Data Processor shall pay for the Data Controller’s reasonable
costs accrued from the audit.

12

Erasure and return of information

12.1

Upon the the expiry of this Data Processing Agreement, the Data Processor is obligated to
return and erase all personal data processed on behalf of the Data Controller under the Data
Processing Agreement, in accordance with the provisions of Appendix C, section C.6. This
also applies to any back-up copies.
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12.2

The Data Controller will determine how any return of personal data is to take place. The
Data Controller may require return to take place in a structured and commonly used
machine-readable format. The Data Controller will pay the Data Processor’s documented
costs associated with the return unless this is included in the remuneration under the Main
Agreement.

12.3

If a shared infrastructure or back-up is used and direct erasure is not technically possible, the
Data Processor must ensure that the personal data is made inaccessible until it has been
overwritten.

12.4

The Data Processor must confirm in writing to the Data Controller that the data has been
erased or made inaccessible, and shall, upon request document how this has taken place.

12.5

Further provisions concerning erasure and return are stated in Appendix C.

13

Breach and suspension order

13.1

In the event of breach of the Data Processing Agreement and/or Applicable Privacy Policy,
the Data Controller and relevant supervisory authorities may order the Data Processor to
cease all or part of the processing of the data effective immediately

13.2

If the Data Processor fails to comply with its obligations pursuant to this Data Processing
Agreement and/or Applicable Privacy Policy, this shall be deemed a breach of the Main
Agreement, and the obligations, deadlines, sanctions and limitations of liability in the Main
Agreement's regulation of the Supplier’s breach will be applied, unless otherwise expressly
agreed between the Parties in Appendix D.

14

Duration and expiry

14.1

The Data Processing Agreement will come into effect from the date it is signed by both
Parties. The Data Processing Agreement shall apply for as long as the Data Processor
processes personal data on behalf of the Data Controller. It shall also apply to any personal
data held by the Data Processor or any of its Subprocessors after the expiry of the Main
Agreement.

14.2

The rules concerning termination specified in the Main Agreement shall also apply to the
Data Processing Agreement, to the extent this is applicable. The Data Processing Agreement
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may not be terminated if the Main Agreement is in effect, unless it is replaced by a new Data
Processing Agreement.

15

Governing law and legal venue
The Data Processing Agreement is governed by Norwegian law. Disputes will be resolved in
accordance with the provisions of the Main Agreement, including any provisions concerning
legal venue.

***
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APPENDIX A – INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROCESSING
APPENDIX B - CONDITIONS FOR THE DATA PROCESSOR'S USE OF SUB-PROCESSORS
APPENDIX C - INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
APPENDIX D - CHANGES TO THE STANDARD TEXT OF THE DATA PROCESSING AGREEMENT
AND SUSEQUENT CHANGES AFTER ENTERING INTO THE AGREEMENT
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APPENDIX A – Information about the processing
The Main Agreement and the purpose of the processing of personal data
The Data Processor’s processing of personal data on behalf of the Data Controller pertains to
the delivery of services as described in the Main Agreement.
The Main Agreement is the following agreement(s) entered into between the Parties:
The Data Processor and the Data Controller are the same entity, StalkIT Holding AS and its
subsidiaries, therefore the mentioned Main Agreement does not apply.
The purpose of the processing is as follows:
StalkIT Holding AS and its subsidiaries process pseudonymized personal data, that means to
ask and process the minimum information required to provide their product and services.
This requested data is:
 Complete name
 Billing and shipping address
 Mobile phone number
 Email
All data is conveniently registered and stored in a Cloud infrastructure contracted to Amazon
Web Services and following all the security and privacy measures within the European Union
and complying with GDPR.
The purpose of processing is:
 Use of WooCommerce Web shops to register orders and customer’s data for product
shipping and service account creation.
 Use of MyBring for product shipping.
 Use of StalkIT Holding AS systems to create the customer’s account and then provide
the contracted service.
 Use of Visma Global for billing.
 Use of Zendesk for Customer support management.
The Data Processor’s processing of personal data on behalf of the Data Controller
The Data Processor’s processing of personal data on behalf of the Data Controller concerns
(nature of the processing):
Description of the nature of the processing:


Registration, organization and storage of personal data in:
o Web shop (WooCommerce)
o MyBring
o StalkIT Holding AS systems and applications in AWS
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o Visma Global
o Zendesk (Support and Sell)
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Types of personal data
The processing concerns the following types of personal data concerning the data subjects
(several options are possible):
☐
☐

☒

Special categories of personal data in accordance with Article 9 (1) of GDPR:
<Enter type, e.g. data concerning health, racial or ethnic origin, or trade union membership>
Other information subject to a special need for protection:
<Enter type, e.g. national identity number, financial details, performance assessments in
employment relationships, etc.>
Other personal data: Name, addresses (billing and shipping), company information (name
and organisation number), phone number and email.

Categories of data subjects
The processing concerns the following categories of data subjects: Customers of Smartbells
AS which are farmers located in Norway and in Sweden and StalkIT which are waste handling
and industrial equipment companies located in countries from the European Union (Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Finland, the UK, Spain and Germany)
Duration of processing
Processing of personal data by the Data Processor under the Main Agreement may
commence when the Data Processing Agreement has entered into force. The processing has
the following duration (select one option):
☒
☐

The processing is not limited in time and lasts until the expiry of the Main
Agreement.
The processing is limited in time and applies until <state date or criterion for
termination, such as the conclusion of a project. Note that the processing may not
normally be concluded before the Main Agreement expires >.

On expiry (of the Main Agreement or the processing), personal data must be returned and
erased in accordance with section 12 of the Data Processing Agreement and the instructions
in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX B – CONDITIONS FOR THE DATA PROCESSOR’S USE OF AND CHANGES
IN ANY SUBPROCESSORS
The Data Controller’s approval of the use of Subprocessors
When entering into the Data Processing Agreement, the Data Controller approves the use of
the Subprocessors listed in section 0. Note that parent and sister companies and subsidiaries
of the Data Processor are also considered to be Subprocessors if they contribute to the
delivery of services and process personal data.
The following is agreed concerning changes in the use of Subprocessors:
☒

☐

☒

The Data Processor may use a Subprocessor from the same Group (parent or sister
company or subsidiary) that is established in a country within the EEA. The Data
Processor must inform the Data Controller in advance of the use of any such
Subprocessor. (This option can be combined with one of the other options.)
The Data Processor may make changes to the use of Subprocessors provided that the
Data Controller is notified and is given the opportunity to object to the changes. Any
such notification must be received by the Data Controller no later than one month
before the change enters into force, unless otherwise agreed in writing between the
Parties. Changes that entail the transfer of personal data to countries outside the
EEA (third countries) still require written approval pursuant to section 10 of the
Data Processing Agreement.
If the Data Controller opposes the change, the Data Processor must be notified as
soon as possible. The Data Controller may only object to the change on reasonable
and justifiable grounds.
The Data Processor may only make changes to the use of Subprocessors with the
specific prior written approval of the Data Controller. The Subprocessor may not
process personal data under the Main Agreement before such approval has been
granted. Approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.

Approved Subprocessors
The Data Controller has approved the following Subprocessors:
Name

Reg. no. Address

Description of processing

Processing location

Contact details

SmartBells AS

922 372
861

Busk Bruns
veg 1, 7760
Snåsa

Collection, register and analysis to
provide products and services, and
improve them, to the Livestock farmers
sector.

Marcos Arizti Texido
mat@stalkit.no

StalkIT AS

918 716
327

Busk Bruns
veg 1, 7760
Snåsa

Collection, register and analysis to
provide products and services, and
improve them, to the waste handling and
industrial equipment sectors.

CPS
CONSULTING
AS

924 437
669

Leirfossvegen
5, 7037
Trondheim

Data analysis consultancy to provide
products and services, and improve them,
related with StalkIT Holding AS electronic
tracking devices.

INBUSINESS AS

876 765
462

Marieroveien
21A, 4017
Stavanger

Web shops development (Smartbells and
StalkIT) and collection and register of
customers’ data to handle their product
and services orders from the web shops.

Amazon WEB
Services Emea
Sarl

LU 268
30018

38, Avenue
John F.
Kennedy LU1855
Luxembourg

Data storage and processing to run and
provide applications services to
Smartbells and StalkIT customers.

Data is stored in
Norway and Sweden
and is accessed and
processed from Norway
and Spain.
Data is stored in
Norway and Sweden
and is accessed and
processed from Norway
and Spain.
Data is stored in
Norway and Sweden
and is accessed and
processed from Norway
and Spain.
Data is stored in
Norway and is accessed
and processed from
Norway, Vietnam and
Spain.
Data is stored in
Sweden and is accessed
and processed from
Norway and Spain.

Marcos Arizti Texido
mat@stalkit.no

Thomas Ulleberg
thul@cpsc.no

Arve Hinna
arve@inbusiness.no

https://aws.amazon.c
om

Special categories of
personal data

The Data Processor may not use the individual Subprocessor for any other processing than
as agreed or allow another Subprocessor to perform the processing described in cases other
than as described in Appendix B, section B.1 concerning the replacement of a Subprocessor.

APPENDIX C – INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL
DATA
Scope and purpose of processing
The personal data may only be processed within the scope and for the purpose described in
the
 Main Agreement
 Data Processing Agreement with appendices
The Data Processor does not have the right to use the personal data other than to the extent
necessary to fulfil its obligations under the Data Processing Agreement and may not process
this data for the Data Processor’s own purposes.
Security of processing
Specification of security level
A specific risk assessment based on an assessment of the scope of the personal data that is
processed, the type of information and the nature of the processing, determines that the
processing (select one option):

☐

Requires a high security level. Reason:
<Refer to the risk assessment made and write the reason>
<For example: The processing concerns large amounts of “special categories of
personal data” in accordance with Article 9 (1) of GDPR that require special
protection>

☒

Does not require a high security level. Reason:
The processing solely concerns information that is generally known, such as name,
addresses, phone number, email and company name and organisation number.
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Information security management system
The Data Processor must have an appropriate system for managing information security. The
Data Processor must establish and manage adequate security measures to protect
information security concerning the processing of personal data, including (several options
are possible):
☐

Security requirements as described in the Main Agreement: <Insert reference to
specific regulation in the Main Agreement>

☒

Security requirements as described below:
 Limit and division of AWS accounts into development, staging and
production.
 Restricting IP network and subnetwork.
 Follow AWS recommendations.
 Infrastructure in private networks with no access from the internet.
 Account separation: development, staging and production.
 VPN between office network and the cloud’s network (VPCs).
 Carry out local developments against public development APIs (secured)
and IP filtered resources.

Documentation
The Data Processor shall document the procedures and measures taken to fulfil the requirements
arising from the Applicable Privacy Policy and the Data Processing Agreement, including the
information security requirements. This documentation must be stored and updated for the duration
of the Data Processing Agreement and shall be made available to the Data Controller or supervisory
authorities on request.

Transfer of personal data - Location for processing and access
Without the prior written approval of the Data Controller, processing of the personal data
covered by the agreement may not take place at or with access from other locations than
those specified in Appendix B.2. By location is meant:
•
•
•

Place from where it is possible to access the personal data (access)
Place where the personal data is handled (processed)
Place where the personal data is stored

This limitation does not apply to parent and sister companies and subsidiaries of the Data
Processor that are established within the EEA. At the request of the Data Controller, the
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Data Processor must, however, be able to document where the personal data is processed at
any time.
Auditing and supervision procedures
In order to monitor compliance with the Applicable Privacy Policy and the Data Processing
Agreement, the following has been agreed (several options are possible):
☒

The Data Controller has the right to conduct audits at the Data Processor's place of
business in order to verify the Data Processor's compliance with its obligations under
this Data Processing Agreement or the Applicable Privacy Policy.
Such audits shall:




Be subject to reasonable advance notice and shall be performed no more than
once per year, unless a security breach at the Data Processor or other special
circumstances justify more frequent audits
Take place during normal working hours and without unnecessary disruption
of the Data Processor’s work-related activities
Be performed by employees of the Data Controller or by third parties who are
approved by the Parties and are subject to an obligation of confidentiality.

The Data Processor shall make available the necessary resources reasonably required
in order to perform the audit.
The Data Controller shall cover the costs of any third parties used to conduct the audit.
Each Party will cover their own costs pertaining to the performance of the audit. If
the audit reveals significant breaches of the obligations under the Applicable Privacy
Policy or the Data Processing Agreement, the Data Processor must nonetheless cover
the Data Controller’s reasonable costs ensuing from audit.
☒

The Data Processor will engage an external auditor to verify that security measures
have been put in place and are working as intended. This audit must:
i.
take place once a year,
ii.
be performed in accordance with recognised verification standards, such as
ISAE 3402, and
iii. be performed by an independent third party with sufficient knowledge and
experience.
The reports must be submitted to the Data Controller on request.
The Data Processor must also provide the information and assistance necessary for
the Data Controller to be able to comply with its obligations under the Applicable
Privacy Policy.
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☐

Third-party audits may be submitted, where standardised third-party services are
provided by a Subprocessor, as long as the audit took place in accordance with
generally recognised principles and by a certified auditor.

☐

<Insert any other audit procedures, including any special or deviating procedures
for audits of Subprocessors that the Parties have agreed on>

Erasure and return of personal data upon the expiry of the agreement
The Parties have agreed on the following regarding erasure/return of personal data (select
one option):
☒

All personal data processed under this Data Processing Agreement must be erased
without undue delay and no later than within 90 calendar days of the expiry of the
Main Agreement. The same applies to any other relevant information managed on
behalf of the Data Controller.

☐

All personal data processed under this Data Processing Agreement, and any other
relevant information managed on behalf of the Data Controller, must be returned
upon the expiry of the Main Agreement.
Within 30 calendar days after return has taken place, the Data Processor is required
to erase all personal data and other relevant information managed on behalf of the
Data Controller.
Return must take place as follows:
<Specify how and which format is to be used for the return of data>

☐

<Insert any other agreed procedures for erasure or return>

Sector-specific provisions concerning the processing of personal data
Not Applicable
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Contact details
For any enquiries pursuant to this Agreement, such as notification of breach of personal data
security or a change in the use of Subprocessors, the following channels must be used:
At the Data Controller

At the Supplier

Security breach:

Security breach:

Phone: +34 605 404 646

Phone: +34 605 404 646

Email amd@stalkit.no

Email amd@stalkit.no

Other enquiries:

Other enquiries:

Name: Antonio Martínez

Name: Antonio Martínez

Position: CTO

Position: CTO

Phone: +34 605 404 646

Phone: +34 605 404 646

Email amd@stalkit.no

Email amd@stalkit.no
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APPENDIX D – CHANGES TO THE STANDARD TEXT OF THE DATA PROCESSING
AGREEMENT AND CHANGES AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE AGREEMENT

